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President’s Message..... Elaine Amenta
Well, folks, I am almost done. My two years serving as
president will be over in June. I came on board knowing
very few of you and now I feel I know most of you, some
quite well! NPC is a large club and a very talented club. I
am amazed each month at the beautiful photographs we
get to see at our meetings. I notice the same participants
submit over and over again and then, once in a while, a
new name appears! I hope that you all feel comfortable
submitting photos at least once in a while. If you need help with your
submissions you only have to send me an email and I would help, or pass you
on to somebody more technical, if required.

Our May meeting will see us enjoying members’ slideshows. By now
you will have received an email from Andreas, our Technical wizard.
Don’t panic about putting a slideshow together, it can be quite simple
with the right software, some of which is free to download such as
IrfanView 4.37 and Picasa 3.9. I didn’t submit a slideshow my first year
in the club but last year I did and I was so proud to see how my hard
work looked up on our big screen!
Our youth classes at the Northumberland YMCA have come to an end
for now and I want to thank the team for all their hard work and
dedication: Bob Bell, Bob Robertson, Chloe Craig, Sandra Peters and
Donna Edmonds, I thank you all so much! As next year’s Outreach
chair I would like to expand on these classes and will be looking for
help again. Please plan on attending our June meeting as this is our
Annual General Meeting and the outgoing executive will have reports
for you. We will also have some extra nice refreshments that evening
and an extended social time.
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I write this message from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. The moon is
brightly reflected tonight as we await the lunar eclipse. While away I
have kept in touch with NPC through our Facebook page and feel very
connected as we share a weekly theme and friendly comments about
each other’s photographic efforts! If you want to join us, just go to
Northumberland Photography Club Facebook page and ask permission
to join. I make sure you are a paid member and then you are given
access. It is another vehicle for keeping in touch and sharing our work
with other members.
On Saturday May 10th at 11 am outside Victoria Hall there will be an
unveiling of a commemorative cairn for Tom MacMillan, Cobourg’s
Town Crier, who passed away last year. Tom was a good friend to NPC
and came out to open our first meeting at The Pine Academy. He was
a beautiful energy around town and I know I missed him when the
Xmas lights were turned on in November. His daughter rang the bell
but Tom’s loud “Hear Ye, Hear Ye” was definitely missing. Come on out
and take some photos and remember our friend Tom.

Notice:
The next NPC club meeting will be held on Monday, May 5, starting at
7:00 p.m., doors open at 6:30 p.m. This meeting will be held in the gym
of the Salvation Army Community Church on 59 Ballantine in
Cobourg http://goo.gl/maps/jDj8o There is lots of parking behind the
Church. Please enter the building through the double doors.
This meeting will be devoted to showing members' five minute slides
shows. As a result Outings, Theme and Photographer's Choice images
will not be presentated. If you have already submitted images in any
of these categories, they will be presented at the June Annual General
Meeting. In addition, photo review sessions will not be held at the May
and June meetings. (....continued on pg. 9)
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Executive Meeting Minutes
Host: Larry Keeley

Date: April 21, 2014

Attended: Laurie Robertson, Al Short, Andreas Gada, Larry Keeley,
Patricia Calder, Elaine Amenta, Chloe Craig, Alasdair Gillespie.
Regrets: Bob Robertson, Bonnie Brown. Minutes prepared by Elaine
Amenta
Laurie presented a financial report that shows our expenses have
increased because of having to pay for alternate meeting facilities. If
membership fees stay the same then we will be in a deficit next year.
A suggestion was made that we set aside an amount of approx. $5000,
from the surplus, for capital expenditures and use the balance either
to pay for a premium speaker in the fall or to subsidize membership.
There are no extra funds for programming this year, if required. Laurie
addressed the executive with a request that we decide how to best
spend the surplus for the benefit of the membership and that we take
care of this decision before her term ends. Larry suggested that we
take proposals from the floor on how to spend the surplus. Alasdair
suggested a trip be taken and this was discussed, with no decision
being made. Laurie is preparing a financial report to be presented to
members at the AGM but will be sent to the executive ahead of time.
It was suggested by Patricia that one of our meetings next year be in
the form of a technical night with different topics being covered and
Q&A’s addressed.
A reception will be held on May 2nd at the Capitol Theatre for our
exhibit, which is being hung on April 27th. Elaine will take care of
refreshments and Larry will request that the bar be opened for this
event.

meeting. Chloe will prepare a box and chits for names and contact
info.
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Minutes to last year’s AGM, along with executive reports, will be sent
out to members 10 days before the AGM on June 2nd.
Committee reports:
Membership – 6 new members have signed up since the discounted fee
of $20 was introduced. Patricia will re-position the membership table
at the next meeting to have better control of people who try to bypass
the table on arrival. A second person is required at the table as it gets
busy. We will be changing the colour of the name tags from year to
year to keep tabs on who has paid.
Programs- feedback from members with regard to the Richard Martin
presentation has been very positive.
Alasdair is preparing his report for the AGM.
Vice President- Larry reported that a photographer named Tom Solilo
has relocated to Port Hope. He may be worth pursuing to present.
Members need to know where to find information on monthly themes
and also the schedule of when submissions are due and when they will
be shown. Members need to be directed to the website as John Draper
has made this easier to navigate and find out this information. This can
also be addressed at the monthly meetings so members have all the
information they need.
Larry requested membership cards and Al will be taking care of this
with Vistaprint.
Technical- Andreas will be removing the cage at The Pine Academy on
May 1st. Elaine will send an email to Monique to inform her of this. The
folding tables will be stored at Elaine’s for the time being.
Outings- Al is waiting for photos of the past 2 outings so he can
prepare the slideshow.
Peterborough Photographic Society will be at Gages Creek on the
waterfront trail on April 26th and have invited NPC to join them. Al will
send an email to members.
Member at Large- Chloe reported that workshop tickets are selling
slowly.
Meeting adjourned at 9:10 pm.
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I was born and raised in Cobourg, and now
live in Port Hope. I work for the Town of
Cobourg, specifically at the Marina and
Waterfront. As a result, much of my
photography takes place around the
waterfront area of Cobourg.
My interest in photography began
quite young, as a boy at the
cottage, watching my father try to
capture an image of our resident
heron as it stood not far from the
dock.

When I got older, I saved my money
and bought my first SLR, and soon
after, a digital SLR, and then my
curiosity became a little more serious
and I was hooked.
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Although I will point my camera at anything that interests me, most of
my subjects are outside in the world around me, whether it is flowers
in my garden.....

........a beautiful bird,

..... an interesting old building ...... or some kids playing soccer.
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I find bird photography very relaxing and enjoyable and will spend
hours at it, given the chance and a willing subject.
One of my most memorable photographic experiences was a very
cooperative Great Grey Owl which was not bothered in the slightest by
the presence of humans.

I am developing a significant interest in portraiture and take many
pictures of my unwilling children.
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I use Canon products, specifically a 7D and lenses which cover 17mm
up to 400mm. I use any software I can find and I will play with a
variety of effects just to see if I think something works.

I would like to say thank you to Larry for giving me the opportunity to
introduce myself to the other members. Although this is my second
year as a member, a busy schedule has prevented me from joining in
with the group for the outings, so I still don't know most of you. I hope
that will change in the future.

Notice continued from pg. 3......
If you would like to present a "slideshow" (maximum of 5 minute
duration) at the May meeting, please copy the slideshow onto a USB
flash drive (preferred), CD or DVD, and bring it to the meeting at least
30 minutes prior to the meeting so that it can be copied on to the
presentation computer. The presentation file should be named
PhotographerName_PresentationName. For example
AndreasGada_NightShoot. The presentations will be shown in the
order they are received.
Further details regarding members slideshows are available on the
club website as follows:
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http://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/images/2014/NPC_Members_Slides
how_Guidelines.pdf
http://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/images/Downloads1/Slide-Showsand-Essays-For-Presentation-At-Club-MeetingsV3.pdf
http://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/images/Newsletters/MonitorApril2
014.pdf starting on page 8.

bjn Photography
From the Desk of Brenda Nutter

Richard Martin
Our April meeting provided the
opportunity for all club members to
experience the art, style and
approach of Canadian photographer
Richard Martin. In keeping with the
kind of winter we have had, Richard
braved the elements to come from
Kingston to share his expertise with
us.
The first workshop I took in photography was with Richard and it helped to
shape my photographic visions in a profound way. I asked Richard to share
some of his images with our members so that we would have the opportunity
to reflect on his work after having heard him speak. A selection from the
images he shared at the meeting are posted here.
I also asked Richard to answer the four questions I have posed to other great
Canadian photographers in order to get his perspective on his profession and
to elicit his advice. This is what he had to say:
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1. What drew you to photography?
I was drawn to photography the moment I discovered the camera could act
as a tool for expressing deeply personal feelings. For me, making pictures
presented a licence to escape the ordinary world and become childlike
again. As a kid I can remember making snapshots of natural subject matter,
but it was much later in life when I rediscovered the camera while working
as an architectural technologist in 1976. It was then I discovered the work of
photographer Ernst Haas, who presented a non-utilitarian approach to
photography, inspiring me to experiment with multiple exposures and
montages.
2. At this stage in your career what inspires you?
Various photographers, painters and sculptors working in subject matter
both similar to and also very different from mine presently inspire me. Movies
also provide an ongoing form of inspiration. I believe it is important to keep
an open mind to new ways of seeing and expressing. I am not a fan of the
boundaries and labels attached to various art forms.
3. What is the most important thing for amateur photographers to consider as
they strive to increase their knowledge and skill?
Learn the basic craft to begin with and keep it as simple as possible. The
essence of photography is the photographer’s personal vision. An intuitive
approach is best. This requires lots of practice and a lot of self-discipline.
Practice to the point that you no longer have to think about it. And most
importantly make photographs to please yourself and you will find your own
style.
Learn about light, the photographer’s basic tool. Developing a keen
awareness of the quality and nature of light is a strong prerequisite for
creating exceptional images. Study visual design, the basic medium for
visual expression, while avoiding restrictive rules that limit creativity.
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As a final point, in order to appreciate fine work, we need to first experience
it. Take the time to study visual art in galleries and museums, watch
exceptional films, and strive to move away from everyday routine in order to
gain a renewed sensitivity to the visual world around you.
4. What advice do you have for those striving to have a career in
photography?
The answer to this question largely depends on the career path one chooses.
To begin with, do it because you are absolutely passionate about
photography. Don’t do it just for the money.
In general, it would be useful to be diversified in your skills. Commercial
photography would be typically more financially rewarding compared to fine
art. Regardless of which direction one chooses, keep in mind passion is the
easy part, but determination for many photographers becomes the ultimate
challenge. Consider it takes years of hard work and determination to
advance a career in photography.
We are fortunate in Northumberland to have the opportunity to explore with
Richard at one of his workshops right here in our own community. Again this
year he will be at the Woodlawn Inn, in Cobourg, in June and September.
Seriously consider taking advantage of one of these events. It is well worth
the investment. Go to www.richardmartinphoto.com for details.
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Through an Amateur’s Viewfinder.... submitted by
Donna Edmunds
We have so many excellent photographers who speak at our monthly
meetings at the club; I thought I would try to put into words what kind
of influence they have had on my photos. Initially I looked on them as
entertainment and I was sort of a casual observer. I was impressed for
sure by their photos and what they were saying yet it was so far
beyond my capabilities that I could only look on in awe. I didn’t have
anywhere near their level of skill, their cameras and lenses were
better than mine, and in many cases they were professional
photographers with 20 or 30 years experience and impressive
portfolios. I also couldn’t see how I would ever be able to travel to
India, Africa, the Arctic Circle or New Zealand and I didn’t really
picture myself sitting in a bush for hours, kayaking through Algonquin,
or hiking down the Grand Canyon.
I love the photos that they show along with their presentations but I
get the most out of when they speak about their personal philosophies
of photography and their (sometimes lifelong) journeys that have led
them to produce the amazing photos I have seen on the screen. I
cannot give the names of the speakers to whom I am referring
because I can’t remember just who they were or even if I have
captured their viewpoint correctly. This is what I absorbed from what
their words and images and how it has inspired and encouraged me
when I am looking through my
viewfinder.
Breaking the rules – although I know
that the rule of thirds really helps
many photos and it is certainly valid;
I am drawn to a lot of photos that
break this rule and really enjoy taking
shots that contravene this particular
guideline.
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One of our speakers said that he
takes photos that people who
just want a pretty photo that
they might like to frame and put
on their walls not photos for
photography competition judges.

A speaker spoke about her photo a
day challenge and how when she
found light and shadows, in rather
ordinary objects, it could make for
an interesting photo.

Following the suggestion from
one of the presenters to go back
through our old photos and look
for a decent image that we may
have overlooked the first time
was a good experience for me.
Although I probably deleted more
old photos than found hidden
gems, I still enjoyed looking at my
old photos with a different
mindset and was surprised that I found some that I originally hadn’t
liked, but now like quite a lot.
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A speaker showed an abstract of
a maple tree with red leaves
taken from a tree on his front
lawn which he had lain under for
hours in order to get the shot. I
thought it was hilarious when he
told us his neighbour came over
to ask if he was okay and he had
felt that his neighbour probably
concluded he was a bit of a nut. I
spent a while pointing my camera
out into this group of trees across
a field. Passing drivers would slow down and look into the field to see
what I could possibly be taking a photo of. I suppose they figured that
there must have been an owl or a moose or something impressive that
I was pointing my camera at.
I found a lot of inspiration from a
portrait photographer that spoke at
the club and how she recalled her
beginnings of using everyday items
for light and reflectors when she
started out. I volunteered to have my
photo taken on stage and watched
her as she took my photo. Her
positive attitude and enthusiasm was
contagious as she took my photo.
Later, I asked my friend pictured here
to hold a simple piece of white paper
in her hand to reflect light back on
the darker side of her face and I realized that when I took her photo
my mood was catching as it had been when the speaker took my
photo. When I was frustrated and not getting what I wanted my model
was frustrated, unnatural, and not giving me what I wanted. Once I
started feeling some success, more success and fun followed and I got
a couple of pretty good shots, especially for my first try.
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One of our speakers spoke about a slump that he had experienced and
found that if he just got out and shot some images the motivation
would come. I pushed myself to get up and out for quite a few sunrises
lately and found each one more
inspiring than the last.

Thank you to all of the speakers
who have made time to come and
speak to our club and for all the
work from the club members that
goes into finding them and
arranging for their presentations.

1) We are delighted to announce that our electronic entry form is up
and running and ready to receive your entries. Please see
http://www.clicphotoshow.ca/call-for-entries.html and click on
the Online Application Form. Let us all make this the best CLIC
ever! Regards, Bert Jenkins.
2) Congratulations to Mary Talbot and Allan Short for successfully
competing in the PineRidge Juried Photography Exhibition.
3) Red Poppies and Teresa Glover!! (See article on pg. 18)
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Red Poppies article submitted by Teresa Glover!!
As you may know, it will be 100 years in July to the start of WW1. To
remember the men and women that fought in this war, I thought it
would be a lovely idea if towns and cities across Canada planted in
their public gardens 100 red poppies to mark this occasion. The poppy
tradition came from WW1 and given that John McCrae, author of ‘In
Flanders Fields’ was a Canadian, it would be a great tribute to him
also.
I started writing to Mayors all over the country to encourage them to
get on board and plant 100 red poppies to mark this important
centenary. So far, almost 50 have said they will indeed plant the
poppies. Toronto, Halifax, Victoria, Saskatoon, St. John’s and, of
course, our local towns of Cobourg, Grafton, and Port Hope are just a
few of these towns that are participating.
I also wrote to all the horticultural clubs in Canada to ask them to
mention this campaign to their members and ask them to plant some
poppies in their own gardens.
I asked Mark Cullen to promote it and he did in his online newsletter.
I am wondering if the photography club would be keen to participate
also and ask the members to plant poppies and perhaps take photos of
them in bloom and maybe have a slide show of them all...just a
thought!!
Poppies can be planted in early Spring and bloom in late spring and
summer so the timing would be appropriate.
Many thanks. Teresa Glover, Cobourg, On.
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..... Larry Keeley
While discussing our club’s photo displays, a few nights ago, a friend
mentioned that she had not submitted any images for quite some time. Asked
why, she shrugged and had difficulty answering the question. “I think,” she
said finally, “it’s because I feel I have reached my peak as a photographer.” A
few months earlier, one of her photographs had placed “Best In Show” in a
very prestigious competition and her feeling now, it seemed, was that,
having placed first in that competition, it would be disappointing to submit
an image that might not be the equal of her winner.
The Royal Dutch Shell company sponsored a photography competition, a few
years ago, in which close to 100,000 photographs had to be evaluated. The
head judge commented on the process whereby the winning photo was
selected. Going through the entire stack of photographs, any that did not
immediately “engage” the judges were set aside. Setting aside the first
discards, the process was repeated and a second pile of less engaging
photos was created. This procedure continued until three photographs were
finally left and these were then declared the first, second and third place
winners. Can you imagine how challenging it would have been to wade
through tens of thousands of photographs with the declared intention of
eventually determining a winner?!! As the head judge admitted, “it was very
subjective”!!! No Kidding! In an effort to mollify the 99, 997 competitors
whose images did not “engage the judges”, a statement was released to the
press saying that “most of these photographs could be re-entered in the next
competition when a new team of judges might find these same photos to be
‘engaging’.
I think the message in all of this is to try to create photographs you find very
satisfying. Enter them in competitions, if you wish and, if they place first,
second or third, or Best In Show, thank your lucky stars. And, if they don ‘t,
get back out there with your camera and simply enjoy the thrill of capturing
beautiful images. Someone, somewhere, will find them “engaging!”
Thanks to all those who submitted materials for this edition of the Monitor.

